SUMMARY
Figure 1 shows the catchment boundaries and alignments of both Deep Creek and its
tributary (referred to by Melbourne Water as MW 3840) plus onstream dams on Deep
Creek. MW 3840 is largely encompassed within the subject Work Authority 1488
(WA1488) site. Deep Creek is on adjoining land and not within WA1488.

Figure 2 is extracted from the Water Technology 2019 report. It shows:
•

the waterways and onstream dams on Deep Creek,

•

outline of the catchment boundary for tributary MW 3840,

•

quarry operations and pit/stockpile extents as at June 2019,

•

outlines of the proposed Work Plan Variation (WPV) quarry expansion areas
(fine/medium sand extraction pit-FMSEP and coarse sand extraction pit CSEP).

The catchment of Deep Creek at the Bay is about 450 ha of which tributary MW 3840
comprises about 123 ha with about 7 ha of residential area and Bass Highway entering
downstream. The catchment of Deep Creek upstream of the junction with MW 3840 is
thus about 320 ha.

Both MW 3840 and Deep Creek are ephemeral in nature-they only flow in response to
extended wet weather sequences or significant rainfall events. Onstream dams such as
those on Deep Creek and its tributaries, tend to prolong zero flow periods by adding to
evaporation (and seepage losses to groundwater) between rainfall events.

Surface water drainage from the sealed access road from Bass Highway into WA 1488
(that part west of the MW 3840 junction) drains to Deep Creek via a sediment basin
close to Bass Highway. Apart from that captured in the sand extraction pit, all other
surface water from WA 1488 eventually discharges via MW 3840 to Deep Creek near
Bass Highway. No surface drainage from WA1488 discharges to Deep Creek upstream
of the confluence with MW 3840.

Untreated stormwater drainage off Bass Highway and from residential areas
downstream of the Highway detrimentally affects waterway values in Deep Creek and
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water quality entering the Bay. Weed invasion is of concern downstream of Bass
Highway as well-it is far more pronounced now than when inspected in 2012.

The existing surface water treatment assets within WA 1488, as conditioned and
designed, are appropriate to manage all potential surface water impacts on MW 3840,
Deep Creek and the Bay. There are no changes required to these assets under the WPV
application, nor are any additional assets required to manage surface water. Some
maintenance and repair works are needed to address batter rill erosion in and around
the existing water quality treatment assets.

The proposed sand washing operation will be a closed-loop cycle extracting
groundwater water from the pit base and recycling the excess back into the pit. There
is no connection of the sand washing plant to the surface water drainage system
connected to Deep Creek. Therefore, the sand washing process cannot have any impact
on surface water quality or quantity in Deep Creek or the Bay.

Deep Creek conditions upstream of the junction with tributary MW 3840 are entirely
unrelated to any operations in WA1488, now or under any future WPV scenario.

Photos show that there has been evident major improvement in stream stability and
riparian vegetation cover along that section of MW 3840 to be retained. Previously
badly eroding bed and banks are now stable and revegetation efforts are proving
successful.

In regard to other surface water considerations, my opinions are that:
•

the loss of 134 ML/year from the MW3840 tributary catchment (ultimate FMSEP
and CSEP scenario proposed by the WPV, compared to a fully developed FMSEP
as approved under the current WA1488 Work Plan), will have no significant impact
on the hydrological regime or refuge pools in the lower reaches of Deep Creek,
downstream of the MW 3840 confluence.
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•

Whilst mean annual surface water discharge to the Bay via Deep Creek will be
reduced by about 14% under the WPV application (compared to the current
approved Work Plan), it will still be about 10% in excess of that likely to have
occurred under pre-European (forested) conditions in the catchment. Impacts on the
Bay will be insignificant.

•

The WPV application will accord with the surface water requirements under the
Regional Sand Extraction Strategy.

•

By far the most significant (and major) threats to Deep Creek and Bay surface water
conditions are associated with the continued uncontrolled progress of headward
erosion which is now just below the onstream dam embankment. This issue is
external to WA1488 and was reported to MW in 2019 but no remedial action has
yet been taken.
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Figure 2

Aerial photo overlaid with tributary MW 3840 alignment and catchment boundary
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